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ABSTRACT 
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Prone to immaturity, restlessness, and rash behavior, Kel was never exactly the 

epitome of responsibility; however, despite her longtime tendency to veer toward all 

that is childish, she somehow managed to hold her life together—except for the times 

she didn’t. Add It Up tells the story of exactly that: “the times she didn’t.” 

Like an epic poem, Add It Up is a collection of lyric essays chronicling a journey. 

Starting even before her very beginning, it gives insight into exactly what it is that made 

her what she was, what she is, and what she intends to be.  

The pieces of this collection, Prologue, or The Letter I Wish I Wrote Myself Four 

Years Ago; kelpedia; A Little Bit Peter; Breakdowns; Wyrd; (un)Fair; Kindred; and 

Kellypedia, can stand alone, but it’s way better if they don’t; it’s way better if you add 

them up. 
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Prologue, 

or  

The Letter I Wish I Wrote Myself Four Years Ago 
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         September 1, 2008 

Dearest Kel, 

If there’s one piece of advice I’m qualified to offer, it’s this: never, ever, under 

any circumstances should you have an affair with someone whose first name is the 

same as a U.S. president’s last, especially one of the recent or important ones. If you 

insist on ignoring this advice, please at least trust that I’m telling you the truth when I 

say that no good can come of it. No good at all. 

If you do end up having an affair with somebody who has the same first name as 

a U.S. president has for his last one, especially one of the recent or important 

presidents, let me tell you what can happen.  Your husband can find out about the 

affair, get really, really angry and threaten to leave you but then change his mind and 

decide to stay with you, saying he’ll attempt to get past your betrayal. He’ll probably 

really mean it, too; he’ll probably be naïve enough to think he can forget what you did, 

and if you had an affair with a man who has a regular first name, he might even be able 

to, but if you have an affair with a man who has the same first name as one that a U.S. 

president has for his last, especially one of the recent or important presidents who’s 

constantly in the news and constantly being referred to by his last name, or whose wife 

is constantly in the news and constantly being referred to by her last name, too, it’ll be 

pretty impossible for him to do.
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It’ll be pretty impossible because every time the two of you hear or see that 

president’s last name, which is probably going to be pretty darn often, you’ll both be 

reminded of your indiscretion. For instance, you two might be sitting down watching the 

news unsuspectingly, hearing about things of little consequence to your life like the 

housing crash or unemployment rate when all of a sudden the newscaster begins 

bandying about the name of that damn ex-president like it’s nothing.  He might assault 

your ears by saying something ridiculous that he thinks people need to hear, like 

President So and So started a fund for some earthquake ravaged country or that 

President So and So had such and such to say about the next presidential election. 

When something like this happens, you and your husband might be sitting really close to 

each other on the couch; his hand might be on your leg; your head might be on his 

shoulder; you might both be thinking good thoughts, like how nice it is that you two 

have worked things out and can once again sit together in this way; you might both be 

thinking neutral thoughts, like how the dogs need their Interceptor and the kids need to 

go to the dentist; or you might both be thinking nothing at all, just watching the news 

and listening to what the newscaster has to say. No matter what was going through 

your mind before that stupid newscaster came on, one thing is for sure—the second 

that idiot mentions that damn ex-president’s last name, you and your husband are both 

thinking the same thing, and believe me when I say what you’re thinking isn’t anything 

you want him to think. 

 Maybe you and your husband do things together other than watch TV. Maybe,  
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let’s say, you two are runners, and you like to go the gym together and run on treadmills 

that are side-by-side. Maybe one day you and your husband will be running at the gym 

on side-by-side treadmills, making silly faces at each other in the big mirrored wall right 

in front of you or playing that game where you lip sync in a crazy, exaggerated way 

while he tries to guess what song is playing on your iPod, and you two are kinda sorta 

watching CNN because it’s on the TV right above your heads when from out of nowhere 

news of that damn ex-president’s daughter’s wedding will pop up on the ticker that runs 

along the bottom of the screen or maybe instead of news about his daughter’s wedding 

running along the bottom of the screen, that damn ex-president himself will appear 

because he’s about to be interviewed about recently becoming a vegan and the positive 

effect a plant-based diet has had on his life. Of course you’re both going to keep on 

running, and of course you’re both going to keep on making silly faces or you’re going to 

keep on lip syncing in a crazy, exaggerated way, only now whatever you do is going to 

feel forced and awkward because while the two of you are making faces or you’re lip 

syncing the words to songs, you’re both going to be thinking the same thing, and it’s 

most certainly not the kind of thing you want on your husband’s mind. 

One day you and your husband and your two sons might go on a vacation, and 

you might be thinking to yourself, thank God, a vacation, because recently you read 

something in a magazine about how the stress of everyday life can make it more difficult 

for injured relationships to heal and you really, really want your injured relationship to 

heal, and maybe if you can get away from the news for about a week and avoid seeing 
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that damn ex-president’s name, things will get a little better. You might go visit your 

parents in North Carolina and then go to Colonial Williamsburg, and you might have two 

big dogs that go with you on every vacation, so you might have to drive to both of those 

places, which means a drive through the South, and you might be driving with your 

husband and your sons through South Carolina, and the four of you might be talking 

about how Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson are your older son’s idols and how 

he can’t wait to see the College of William and Mary, or you might be talking about your 

younger son’s little girlfriend and how he can’t wait to get back home to see her, or you 

might be talking about the Ramones’ impact on music and how punk rock wouldn’t have 

existed if they didn’t, or you might be talking about Firefly or Friday Night Lights or Buffy 

the Vampire Slayer or Angel or Lost or any of the other TV shows the four of you sat 

down and watched together over a number of weeks or months or you might be arguing 

about how JK Rowling most certainly did not patch elements of Star Wars and Lord of 

the Rings together to create the world of Harry Potter when on the side of I-95 you see 

a sign for a city that has that damn ex-president’s last name, and you might start to feel 

kind of funny and conspicuous inside but think to yourself that maybe your husband 

didn’t see it because he’s not watching the road the way you are since he’s not driving, 

but then you might see another sign for that same city and then another one and then 

another one; you might see more signs for that city than you’ve ever seen for any one 

city in all your life, and you realize after about the fiftieth one that there’s no way your 

husband didn’t see at least one of those signs, and then you know that no matter what 
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everyone in the car is talking about, you and your husband are now thinking about the 

same thing, and it’s the very thing you’d hoped the vacation would help you to not think 

about. 

*** 

If after everything I’ve said you choose not to listen to my advice and still feel 

compelled to have an affair with somebody who has the same first name as one of the 

U.S. presidents has for his last, especially one of the recent or important presidents, for 

the love of God, please—please—at least listen to me when I say this: Do not let 

yourself fall in love. 

        Sincerely you(rs), 

        Kelly 
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kelpedia 

The McIntyres are a lower middle class family composed of Anthony “Tony” Andrew 

McIntyre (b. 1952), Carol Marilyn McIntyre (b. 1949), Heather Lynn McIntyre (b. 1973), 

and Kelly Ann McIntyre (b. 1975). The McIntyres originated in the Northside of Chicago, 

IL, emigrating to Suburbia, South FL in 1983 where all four family members remained 

until founders Tony and Carol were bamboozled by Heather into moving to Charlotte, 

NC in 2007. Heather is the single, undivorced mother of son Ty Christopher Wright (b. 

1996); Kelly, married to Glenn Joseph Marthe (b. 1972) since 1998, is mother to Griffin 

Drew Marthe (b. 1999) and Keifer Moon Marthe (b. 2001). Both daughters reside in Fort 

Lauderdale, FL.  

 

Resources 

McIntyre, Anthony A., and Carol M. McIntyre. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction  

 and Neverending Conflict. Big Mistake! Carol Divorces Her Nice Jewish Childhood 

Sweetheart and Husband of Less Than One Year for Low Class Greek-Italian 

Hoodlum, Tony McIntyre ed. Chicago: Nothing But Regret, 1972. 

McIntyre, Anthony A., Carol M. McIntyre, and Heather L. McIntyre. The McIntyres: A  

Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Oops! Tony and Carol Have an 
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 Chicago: Nothing But Regret, 1979 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Irresponsibility  

Abounds! Tony and Carol, About to Claim Bankruptcy after Tony’s Bar Fails, Take 

a Month-Long Vacation, Leaving Heather and Kel Home With Paternal 

Grandmother ed. Chicago: Nothing But Regret, 1981. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. It’s Only a Movie!  

Tony and Carol Take Heather and Kel to See Several Teen Sex Comedies and 

Cheech and Chong Movies, and Heather and Kel Can’t Wait to Do Drugs and 

Have Sex ed. Chicago: Nothing But Regret, 1982. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Fat Ass! Kel  
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Unable to Find a Restaurant Job Anywhere in the Chicagoland Area, Uproots the 

Family, and Drags Them to Florida ed. Coral Springs: Nothing But Regret, 1983. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Fuck! They Did It  

Again! Tony and Carol Have an Unprecedented Number of Accidents, Carol Gets 
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Financially on Her Own ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1995. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Crippling Fears!  
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Make It Financially on Her Own ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1995. 
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 Marries John ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1995. 
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His Needs ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1997. 
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---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Don’t Do It! Kel  

and Glenn Schedule a Wedding Date, Carol Convinces Kel They’re Not Ready, and 

Kel Cancels the Wedding ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1997. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. But It’s Mother’s  

Day! Kel and Glenn Marry, and Carol Is Angry Because the Wedding Is on Her Day 

ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 1998. 
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 Months of Living Without Carol, Tony Wants a Divorce ed. Miramar: Nothing But 
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---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Tony and Carol  

 Ask Heather Repeatedly if She’s Really Moving to Charlotte or if This is One of 

Her Crazy Ideas, and Heather Swears She’s Moving ed. Miramar: Nothing But 

Regret, 2006. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Not Without My 

Grandson!  Carol Decides She Can’t Live Three States Away From Ty, Convinces 

Tony to Sell the House, and They Buy One Just Minutes from Heather’s Potential 

House in Charlotte ed. Miramar: Nothing But Regret, 2006. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Fuck That!  
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But Regret, 2007. 
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Nook and Cranny ed. Charlotte: Nothing But Regret, 2007. 
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Nothing But Regret, 2008. 
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Charlotte: Nothing But Regret, 2008. 
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Charlotte: Nothing But Regret, 2008. 
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 Comes to Visit Heather and Kel and Shortens Her Stay From Two Months to Two 
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---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Tramp! Kel Has an  

         Affair ed. Fort Lauderdale: Nothing But Regret, 2009. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Broken Home!  

 Glenn Moves Out Because Kel Won’t Stop Seeing Her Lover ed. Fort  

 Lauderdale: Nothing But Regret, 2009. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. People Make  

 Mistakes! Kel Changes Her Mind ed. Fort Lauderdale: Nothing But Regret, 2009. 

---. The McIntyres: A Tale of Dissatisfaction and Neverending Conflict. Reflection! Kel  

Tries to Make Sense of Her Fucked-Up Life Through Writing ed. Fort Lauderdale: 

Nothing But Regret, 2009. 
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A Little Bit Peter 

 

The whole idea of it makes me feel 

like I'm coming down with something, 

something worse than any stomach ache 

or the headaches I get from reading in bad light-- 

a kind of measles of the spirit, 

a mumps of the psyche, 

a disfiguring chicken pox of the soul.  

    -Billy Collins, “On Turning Ten”   

 

When I was sixteen, I went to a party with my sister’s boyfriend, Paul. It was a party 

filled with Spanish people who stuffed me into a ruffly red and black flamenco dress that 

was too tight to zip all the way up, shoved a flower behind my ear and castanets onto 

my fingertips, and made me dance in the middle of a courtyard filled with strangers. Can 

you say ole? 

 

My parents have been together since 1971. For the past ten years, their interaction has 

been minimal. 
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“Gotta take a break.  I wanna play in the rain.” These are lyrics from a 7-up commercial 

circa 1987 that Chris and I used to scream-sing while we took a break from hanging 

around the house and (innovative, I know) played in the rain. 

 

My sons, Griffin and Keifer, are ten and eight, respectively. 

 

In the remake of the film Freaky Friday, Anna, a free-spirited teenager is in a band, has 

skunk-striped hair, and likes punk rock. Anna cannot get along with her mother, Tess.  

Tess is stodgy and conservative and likes to wear neutral-colored clothes and a dour 

expression. She doesn’t support Anna’s band and thinks anything Anna finds important 

is silly and immature. Tess is a “fun sucker.” 

 

Once we were old enough to drive, Chris and I and random friends went to Denny’s on 

Friday and Saturday nights. We sat for hours smoking Camels while drinking coffee 

overloaded with cream and sugar and dipping chicken fingers, onion rings, and French 

fries into a ramekin full of ranch dressing. Not only were we fans of the deep fried foods, 

but we were no strangers to the hot fudge cake sundae either. 

 

Griffin likes to put his Star Wars action figures in various positions around his bedroom 

and have them battle. This entertains him for a ridiculous amount of time. Keifer enjoys 

drawing objects, cutting them out, and using them as if they are the actual objects 
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portrayed. Both boys go crazy for some tag-like game called manhunt; they play it for 

hours with neighborhood kids that they barely know.   

 

When I was fifteen, I hung out at Paul’s house with my sister and a few of our friends on 

New Year’s Eve. We sat on his screened-in patio around a round table, just talking and 

laughing and smoking cigarettes. We may have been drinking; we may have been 

teetotaling. I really don’t remember. I do remember that as part of a Spanish tradition, 

we ate grapes at midnight. I know it doesn’t sound so special, but to this day, it’s one of 

the best New Year’s Eves I’ve had.   

 

My Mother’s Routine, 2004-present 

 

1. Weekdays, Weekends, and Holidays 

A. Morning 

1. Sleep 

B. During the day 

1. Sleep 

2. Wake up between noon and 3:00 p.m. 

3. Complain about her Fibromyalgia 

4. Smoke the first of many cigarettes 

5. Drink coffee 
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6. Complain about her Fibromyalgia 

7. Brush teeth 

8. Alternate between sleeping, eating, and complaining about her 

Fibromyalgia 

C. Evening 

         1.  Alternate between sleeping, eating, and complaining about her   

     Fibromyalgia   

         2.  Go to sleep between midnight and 5:00 a.m. 

 

“My Generation” by The Who is the song of a generation. Roger Daltrey is sick of [old] 

people putting his generation down because they g-g-get around.   

 

My fifty-seven-year-old father, who used to own a bar and stay out all night carousing 

with his friends, who used to be one of the top-rated dart players in Chicago, rarely 

leaves his computer room. He sits there in gym shorts that cover his big, egg-shaped 

stomach, socks pulled up to mid-calf, surfing the Internet and playing computer games 

for hours.  He no longer owns a dart board. 

 

Griffin and Keifer recently went to a Weezer concert with my husband and me. When 

the singer threw beach balls into the audience, Griffin jumped up and down and 

screamed so frantically, you’d think they were beach balls made of gold. Keifer was 
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pretty damn excited too. 

 

My first car was a Fiat X-19 named Black Bullet.  It was an old car of my dad’s that he 

deemed not good enough to drive and abandoned beneath our carport around the time 

I was thirteen. When I turned sixteen, I paid about a thousand dollars to get it running. 

The Black Bullet was small enough to fit in my pocket and so low to the ground that 

when I drove through super-high puddles, water would seep through the rusted 

floorboards and my lap would get wet. It had no air conditioning, but the top came off, 

so if I drove fast enough through the hot Florida streets, the wind would cool me down a 

degree or two. The Black Bullet was the best car ever. 

 

 “You take the good, you take the bad, you take them both, and there you have the facts 

of life.” The Facts of Life, a TV show from the eighties with a really catchy theme song, 

focused on schoolgirls Blaire, Jo, Nathalie, and Tootie, who always managed to get 

themselves into trouble but thankfully had the older, wiser Mrs. Garrett around to show 

them the error of their silly, adolescent ways. 

 

I was looking through my father’s high school yearbooks one day, and there he was, in 

picture after picture, representing club after club, organization after organization. Page 

after page was filled with message after message and signature after signature from 

what looked to be almost every student in attendance at Lakeview High School in 1969. 
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Several years later and just a few years ago, my mom mentioned that she couldn’t find 

my dad’s yearbooks, and when she asked him where they were, he told her that he had 

thrown them away because he didn’t want any reminders of what he used to be. 

After high school, Chris moved to Gainesville and then to Colorado; Tawny took her 

place. Tawny and I spent Tuesday nights at Red Room; Wednesday and Friday nights at 

The Edge; and Thursday and Saturday nights at The Kitchen. If we weren’t at a club, we 

were at the Mudhouse, drinking green tea and playing Scattergories whilst tripping on 

LSD. Once the Mudhouse closed down, we moved on to The Nocturnal Café and 

cocaine. 

 

Another thing my sons love to do is play the Alphabet Game. In the Alphabet Game, we 

choose a subject—say jobs—and, starting with the letter ‘A,’ name jobs starting with the 

next letter of the alphabet. A game with Griffin, Keifer, Glenn, and me, might go 

something like this: 

Griffin will say, I’m first! Astronomer.   

Okay, I’ll say. Bartender. Kei? 

Corn peeler! 

Corn peeler’s not a job, Glenn will say. 

Okay, chocolate wrapping person! 

After a statement like this, Griffin and Keifer will laugh hysterically. 

I’m not playing if you’re not going to be serious, Glenn will say. 
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All right, Keifer will say. Clown. 

Dentist, Glenn will say. 

Elephant trainer, Griffin will say. 

Flute player, I’ll say. Kei? 

Giraffe washer! he’ll say, and he’ll laugh like a madman. 

That’s not a job! Glenn will say. If you want to play, say real jobs. 

I think you get the idea. 

 

If we weren’t at a club or some dirty coffeehouse, Tawny and I were at the News Café 

spreading Brie on French bread or dipping strawberries into whipped cream. At the end 

of our nights, we always drove westward to avoid the rising the sun. One night/morning 

while tripping and heading toward the Everglades, the following verse was born: 

 

I want to roll in the grass 

Get ladybugs in my hair 

Squish berries beneath my bare feet 

Life is not a school zone 

I will not slow down 
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An adult who behaves like a child and believes fun is the most important thing in life is 

said to have a Peter Pan complex because, clearly, life has nothing to do with having fun. 

 

Yo’ mama’s so fat, Obi Wan-Kenobi said, ‘That’s not a moon, that’s your mama!’ This 

joke makes Griffin and Keifer laugh uncontrollably, as do most yo’ mama jokes. They’re 

particularly fond of knock-knock jokes too. 

 

Going out to eat was the one thing my mother loved. Two to three times a week, my 

family ate out when I was growing up. For the past ten to fifteen years, too tired from 

too much sleep and too stiff from doing nothing, she has mostly forsaken restaurants, 

content to take trip after trip to the freezer and stove, eating a pot of melted butter like 

it’s soup and sucking on so many popsicles, her lips swell. 

 

I was twenty-one when I first saw the Florida Panthers’ rookie left winger Radek Dvorak, 

and I was twenty-one and a few seconds older when I fell in love with him. Totally set on 

finding a way to insinuate myself into his life, I participated in many a high-speed chase 

with Radek. As much as I loved him, though, he was hardly the only one for me. Past 

boy-related activities include, but are not limited to, following Joey Ramone around Fort 

Lauderdale before a concert and all the way to Orlando when it ended; lingering at the 

exit of a Cinderella concert long enough to “bump into” the singer, Tom Keifer; prowling 

around a Taco Bell in North Miami where Slaughter gave a three-song show in an effort 
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to meet Mark Slaughter but settling for an autograph from a really cute roadie named 

Drew; driving up and down the streets of Fort Lauderdale’s residential neighborhoods 

searching for a certain waiter’s sparkly blue jeep; and staying at the Mudhouse until it 

closed at five a.m. several times a week to get the attention of a counter boy named 

Mitch. 

 

Everclear has a song called “Volvo Driving Soccer Mom.” When the mom in the song is 

young, she’s a bad girl, banging people at her high school prom, having threesomes, and 

dabbling in porn. As an adult, she trades it all in for conservative ideals and a Swedish 

vehicle with a five-star safety rating. 

 

Keifer has played soccer for five years, so I begrudgingly must admit that I’m a soccer 

mom. Like other soccer moms I’ve seen, I’ve traded in my long, wild curls for a short 

sensible cut, but to this day, I haven’t witnessed any with purple, blue, or pink hair. I 

seem to be the only one. 

 

Tawny moved. She fell for a pastor, became a Baptist, and now has three kids. She lived 

in some foot-washing Baptist town in the Midwest the last time we talked, which was 

about five years ago. Last year I heard that she moved back to South Florida, is very 

involved with her church, and has no interest in reconnecting with old friends. More 

recently, I saw that she’s now on Facebook. If I held my breath waiting for a friend 
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request, I’d be dead. 

 

Griffin is going to invent a hovercraft that’s accessible to anybody interested in having a 

hovercraft. He’s absolutely positive that he will invent this. He’s also absolutely positive 

that he’ll earn a doctorate in history from The College of William and Mary. Keifer plans 

to live in a four-story house with a pool on the roof, a tree house on stilts, a petting zoo, 

and a floating pizza parlor. He’s going to be a rock star, a doctor, and an actor, as well.   

 

When I was young, I wanted to be a writer and move back to Chicago. I now teach high 

school English and live in Davie, Florida. Yeehaw. 

 

I don’t even know the last time I ate at a Denny’s, and because I don’t want to be the 

fattest person in existence or have a heart attack at forty-seven like my father, I no 

longer smoke cigarettes and haven’t had mayonnaise in years; alas, ranch dressing is 

nothing but a fond, creamy memory. French fries, though, I refuse to forgo. 

 

According to my mom, she and my father have not had sex in fifteen years. 

 

The Breakfast Club is arguably the most significant movie of my generation. In this film, 

the lives of five very different high school students merge in Saturday detention. Though 

these five students come from vastly different backgrounds and clash with one another 
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at the onset of the movie, they eventually find they have one thing in common: they 

vehemently distrust and dislike adults. To their horror, they realize that as they mature, 

they will be just like their parents. According to Allison, “It’s unavoidable…when you 

grow up, your heart dies.” 

 

My newest obsession is Tom DeLonge, lead singer of Angels and Airwaves and Blink-182.  

I’ve spent many an hour looking for pictures of him on Google Images and watching him 

in video clips on Youtube.  Last week when Angels and Airwaves played in Pompano 

Beach, because I wanted to be as close to Tom as legally possible, I spent an extra 

twenty dollars to go to sound check, which ended two hours before the doors were 

officially scheduled to open for the show. What’s a girl with a history of stalking to do 

when she has two hours to kill and the object of her obsession in merely yards—

yards!—away? I don’t know about other girls, but this former stalker retreated to a 

nearby Starbucks for a fat-free, no whip Caffé Mocha, content—okay, not quite content, 

but no longer crazy enough to act on that discontent—to look at pictures of Tom on her 

cell phone. 
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Breakdowns 

Sex, drugs, rock n roll, and food. It was our saying. We wrote it on our bleached-out, 

torn up jeans, on our Keds, in our slam books. The addition of food was Chris’s thing.  

She was (the) creative (one). 

 

I have the same birthday as Buffy Summers, the vampire slayer. I figured this out after 

doing some major analysis of (her) birthday episodes. The first clue came when her 

snarky remark to the questions, “What are you?” was “Capricorn on the cusp of 

Aquarius.” I didn’t know the exact date, but I had a feeling. 

 

Things my mother cannot do (part 1) 

1. Change a light bulb 

2. Pump gas 

3. Act rationally 

 

“Will you pack my clothes?” my mother wanted to know. 

Fuck. “I thought Heather was going to pack for you yesterday.” 

“Well, she didn’t.” 

“I don’t know, Mom.  I’m on my way from work to school right now and won’t be home 
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until after 7:30. The kids have to be in bed by 8:30, and we have to eat dinner.”   

“I forgot you had school tonight.” Of course she did. 

“Can I ask you something? If you know how to fold clothes and put them in a drawer—

which you do—how can you not know how to pack?” 

“Forget it, Kelly.  I’ll do it myself.” 

“Seriously, Mom. Do you think I took some packing class that you don’t know about? If I 

can do it, you can do it.” 

“I said I’ll do it.” 

 

We were twelve when we discovered Bill and the music that would make us. We loved 

Poison, Bon Jovi, White Snake, Keel, Cinderella, Dokken. . .but there was one band to 

rule them (us) all:  Motley Crue.    

The music made us  

feel  

hard. 

It was summer in Florida. 

Bored, 

hot, 

sticky, 

rebellious,  

we wanted 
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rock n roll. 

 

Being a vampire slayer must be terribly stressful.   

My high school romance was insane. My boyfriend, Louie, was insane. I was insane.  

Everything was insanely extreme. In high school, there are no in betweens. 

 

We watched the Motley Crue Uncensored video over and over, read Circus and Hit 

Parade, put pictures of band members  

posing,  

playing,  

shirtless, 

sweating sex  

all over our walls.   

 

Things my mother cannot do (part 2) 

1. Drive on the expressway 

2. Follow directions 

3. Exhibit strength 

 

When I was four, I fell through my friend’s door. I screamed exactly the way one would 

expect a child to scream with a bloody arm full of glass; my friend’s mom rushed to get a 
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towel to stop the bleeding; my sister, Heather, and my friend, Danielle, gaped at the 

blood and glass and the screaming me in shock. My mother ran away. 

 

I try like hell but I'm out of control 

All in the name of, 

all in the name of rock n' roll, all in the name of rock 

all in the name of rock n’ roll, all in the name of rock 

For sex and sex I'd sell my soul 

all in the name of, all in the name of rock 

    -Motley Crue, “All in the Name Of,” Girls, Girls, Girls 

 

Louie used to sneak me into the house through his bedroom window. One time, in the 

middle of the night, his mother came into his room, sat on the bed, stroked his hair and 

called him Luby while I lay, curled into a ball, under his six-foot-two, two-hundred-

pound body, terrified that I’d be caught, naked, in his bed.   

 

Chris never let me forget that when I first saw him, I thought Bill was a girl—tight pink 

jeans on a boy? Hello! Not only was he not a girl, he was one of the fine guys who lived 

in the row of town houses perpendicular to mine. Chris, Hope, Heather, and I used to sit 

on the couch and watch them through the cracked blinds and giggle, afraid to go 

outside. What do you want? We were twelve. 
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When I was sixteen, my father came home early and found Louie and me in the most 

compromising of positions. He was understandably upset. Later that night, while Chris 

and I sat with him at the table, he thundered, “There you were, on your hands and 

knees, like animals!” Chris and I couldn’t look at each other because we knew we would 

laugh. Laughing is no good when you’re being reprimanded by your father for having sex 

with yet another boy under his roof. 

 

I had a hard time lovin' 

When love was all about 

I went down on Cherry Lane and wow I found out 

She was so wild and young 

All it took was just another little slip of the tongue 

And nothing takes like cherries 

Gotta cut me another slice 

     -Keel, “Cherry Lane,” Keel 

 

Buffy had to kill Angel, her one true love, to save the world. She told him to close his 

eyes, she kissed him, and then she stabbed him in the stomach with a sword, sending 

him to Hell. 

 

My mother has had sex with two people. She was married to them both. 
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We talked to Bill the day we saw him on the road. He told us his name, that he was 

seventeen, and that he lived with his best friend, Kurt. He became our friend. We 

started hanging out at his house watching taped recordings of Dial Mtv, lying around in 

his waterbed, talking. He liked Chris.   

 

Things my mother cannot do (part 3) 

1. Wrap presents 

2. Work her remote control 

3. Display appropriate behavior 

 

“Keep eating, Kelly,” my mother would laugh, pointing out people who were fat. My 

mother thinks she’s funny. “I can’t help it if people don’t get my sense of humor,” she 

says.  A boy named Jason who I think is dead now used to call me Orca as I walked home 

from school. My mother is not funny.   

 

Bill kissed Chris. Bill kissed Hope. Bill kissed me. Bill was a really good kisser. 

 

Buffy’s mother, Joyce, doesn’t understand. She doesn’t want to understand, not any 

more than Buffy wants to be a vampire slayer. 

Buffy:  (steps closer) Open your eyes, Mom. What do you think has been  

going on for the past two years? The fights, the weird occurrences. How  
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many times have you washed blood out of my clothing, and you still  

haven't figured it out? 

Joyce:  (raises her voice angrily) Well, it stops now! 

Buffy:  (raises her voice also) No, it doesn't stop! It *never* stops!  

Do-do you think I chose to be like this? Do you have any idea how lonely  

it is, how dangerous? I would *love* to be upstairs watching TV or  

gossiping about boys or... God, even studying! But I have to save the  

world... again. 

 

Bill fucked Chris in the middle of the night in the back seat of some typical eighties 

sleaze ball car, like a Camaro or Trans-Am, over Labor Day weekend while I practiced 

cheerleading moves next to the car. We finally felt like the girls from the songs. 

 

One day I spent two hours in Louie’s closet in a state of complete undress when his 

father came home unexpectedly. I am now a little on the claustrophobic side.  

 

I met this girl around quarter to ten 

We made it once, she said "Make me again." 

She wrapped her love around me all night long 

In the mornin' we were still goin' strong 

Now let me tell ya, it sure feels good 
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First time I saw that girl I knew it would 

Now let me tell ya, it sure felt right 

No pullin' teeth, she didn't want to fight, she said 

Shake me 

   -Cinderella, “Shake Me,” Night Songs 

 

Things my mother cannot do (part 4) 

1. Buckle her own seatbelt  

2. Open an e-mail attachment 

3. Forget 

 

January 29, 1988—the last night of my first life. 

I walked into my house to find my parents sitting at the dining room table with a 

watered down bottle of Jack Daniels between them. I knew it was watered down 

because I had added the water myself that afternoon. My mother told me the story of 

the girl who had just turned thirteen. The girl was a whore. She had had sex with not 

one boy, but two, in her parents’ bed earlier that day after drinking her father’s Jack 

Daniels. My mother knew the story of this girl, this whore, because she had 

eavesdropped on the phone while one of the boys told Heather the story. My mother 

listened with sick fascination as the boy described the things the whore had done, and 
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then she was on the floor on her hands and knees, sick, empty belly filled with disbelief 

and disgust.  

 

Bill must have soaked himself in Drakkar. I cannot smell Drakkar without thinking of him 

even though I have not smelled him in almost twenty-five years. 

 

Buffy died at the end of season five.  Her friends resurrected her in season six. She was 

never the same. The show was never the same. Buffy’s light disappeared—darkness 

everywhere.   

 

Now I'm not lookin' for a love that lasts 

I need a shot and I need it fast 

If I can't have her, I'll take her and make her 

Hey, sweetheart, slide on in here 

No, not in the front, jump in the back 

Why? 

Cause there's something back there I want to show ya 

    -Poison, “I Want Action,” Look What the Cat Dragged In 

 

The first time I was in the mental hospital, I was thirteen-going-on-fourteen. A bottle of 

pills (penicillin, silly me—my pee stunk for a week) and a mother’s disbelief were 
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involved.  A rape occurred, too, but somehow, that doesn’t seem so important. 

 

Buffy always had some type of emergency.  

No downtime in Sunnydale. 

 

The second time (and last, thank you very much) I was in the mental hospital, I was 

sixteen. Louie-related drama sent me over the edge. No pills were involved, but a slight 

breakdown did occur. 

 

Things my mother cannot do (part 5)  

1. Turn on the stove in her house 

2. Make coffee 

3. (Insert positive verb here) 

 

Bad time in May of oh-nine:   

Husband left me for my inability to remain in a committed relationship and then 

subsequently fell in love with a twenty-one year old girl? Check.  

Teenage lover unable to commit to a relationship and have to be home to mommy and 

daddy by eleven o’clock? Check. 

Trying to manage as a single mother of two boys who go to different schools that start 

at two different times that both happen to be after I have to be at work and getting no 
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help from estranged husband who hates me as a result of my teenage lover who won’t 

commit? Check. 

Reprimanded at work several times for behavior and appearance not exactly becoming 

to a teacher? Check. 

Precariously close to stay number three at the mental hospital? Check. 

Told by my mother that she can’t believe at thirty-four years old I’m still getting into 

trouble with my shenanigans and that she should just have nothing to do with me 

anymore because she can’t take it, she can’t take it? Check. 

 

By the time Buffy was seventeen, the demons were everywhere. 
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Wyrd 

Wouldn’t you rather be a widow than a divorcee? 

     Fall Out Boy 

 

I don’t remember what you look like. When you get into bed at night, one Australian 

shepherd and sixteen years of sadness between us, I keep my eyes shut tight. When I 

walk in from outside, if I stare straight ahead at the doorway to the family room and 

ignore my peripheral vision, I can walk past the living room and the yellow leather couch 

with you on it and almost not notice you at all. When I sit on the saggy-pillowed brown 

couch that we got the same year we got married, if I make myself focus on my writing 

really hard, I can almost ignore you, despite the fact that you’re standing right in front of 

me making chocolate-chip muffins for the two little boys who share this house and your 

long, light brown hair.   

 

Because I teach high school English, I read the same stories and the same novels 

repeatedly; until recently, these stories have meant the same thing to me every time 

I’ve read them. Last year, though, three pieces I’d already read more times than one 

person should ever read anything seemed completely new.   
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Of course I know you have hazel eyes, but yours are the kind of hazel eyes that change 

depending on your clothes, or the light, or the time of day, or your mood, or the 

rotation of the earth, or whatever it is that makes your kind of hazel eyes change.  From 

my position on this saggy-pillowed couch, from my passing through from room to room, 

from my edge of the bed with my eyes shut tight, I can’t see your hazel eyes.  What 

color are they now? What color were they yesterday? What color will they be 

tomorrow? 

 

Maybe it’s a symptom of being a reader and a writer, but I see symbolism and signs 

everywhere. I see parallels to my life everywhere, too, and I have to tell you that the 

year when all those stories became new to me, my life was paralleled by the mandated 

texts read in my classroom, texts that had symbolism written all over them.  What other 

explanation could there be for the teaching of “The Story of an Hour,” The Great Gatsby, 

and The Crucible the school year immediately after the school year I got caught having 

an affair? 

 

I don’t believe in God. I do, however, believe that there’s some kind of energy in the 

universe that wants things to happen precisely the way it wants things to happen and 

that this energy will do absolutely anything it has to do to ensure that it does. As a result 

of that belief coupled with an all-consuming, paralyzing fear of change, I’ve spent most 

of my life avoiding taking any action at all. 
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You have a small, translucent mole on the side of your face that, despite my aversion to 

moles, you never had removed. You have one on your arm, too. From where I sit on this 

saggy-pillowed couch, I can neither see those moles nor remember which side of your 

body they respectively afflict. 

 

“The Story of an Hour” was the first new old story that I read, the one chronologically 

closest to the beginning of the new school year and the end of my affair. In two short 

pages, Mrs. Mallard is shocked to learn that her husband has been killed in an accident, 

realizes that his death equals her freedom, experiences elation, is shocked to learn that 

her husband has not been killed in an accident, and drops dead from a heart attack. 

 This story, which had previously been merely a short tale with an ironic ending, 

suddenly became my story. I was Mrs. Mallard, oppressed not by nineteenth century 

notions of femininity, but by Glenn’s expectation that marriage be monogamous, by 

standards of proper behavior as dictated by mainstream society, by my resistance to the 

idea of my sons migrating between single-parent homes, and by the possibility of being 

alone. 

 

Since there’s not an exact word for it, let’s just call that energy in the universe The 

Power. (Because it manipulates events and people’s actions, I think it’s a more apropos 

moniker than The Energy.) When I was in the midst of my affair and feeling powerless to 

end either my affair or my marriage, The Power would not leave me alone.  At first it 
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just kind of threw disapproving glances my way, but by the end of it all, it just about 

grabbed me by the shoulders and backhanded me across the face.  

 

From my spot on this saggy-pillowed couch, one thing that I can see is the little, goyisha 

German nose that matches your militant, goyisha German personality—yes, sir, vee vill 

be on time veneffer vee go anyvere in zee entire vorlt—no, sir, vee vill not play ven vee 

shoult vee serious—Heil zee Husbant.  Even perceiving you with only peripheral vision, 

your Germanness invades my atmosphere. 

 

After reading “The Story of an Hour,” my junior classes moved on to The Great Gatsby, 

the quintessential story of the crazy things people do for love and the selfish things 

people do to protect themselves.  No longer was I Mrs. Mallard; I had morphed into Jay 

Gatsby, only instead of striking it rich and throwing wild parties hoping Daisy would 

stumble into one, I had dyed my hair blue and channeled Caligula, figuratively killing my 

marriage and career while literally racking up sexual encounters that I didn’t even try to 

conduct secretively with The Boy. 

 

The Power acted subtly at first, disguising itself as my conscience. Kel, it used to say, 

what the fuck are you doing? Are you trying to get fired? Do you want to be all over the 

news? It would also yell both of my sons’ names over and over inside of my head until 

they became a single, undifferentiated word: GriffinandKeiferGriffinandKeifer 

GriffinandKeifer. When I ignored its words for long enough, The Power used my mother 
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as a vessel. “What’s the matter with you, Kelly?” it asked via my mom. “You have a 

Griffin and a Keifer at home. Do you know how hard it is to take care of two kids by 

yourself? Look how much Glenn does for you. How are the kids going to get to school if 

he moves out? I understand you’re unhappy, but you need to wait until they’re older.” 

The Power made my mother utter different variations of these statements throughout 

my five-month affair. 

 

No matter how hard I tried, The Great Gatsby wouldn’t let me forget. After I finished 

fulfilling the role of Gatsby, I became Daisy, married to the wrong man, having an affair 

with the one I thought was right but who, because of his position in society, never could 

be. At the end of the novel when Tom and Daisy were in cahoots, I felt as if they were 

one cruel, selfish character and that I fit Nick’s description of that character perfectly. 

Every time one of my classes held a discussion about how they “smashed up things and 

creatures and then retreated back into their money or their vast carelessness, or 

whatever it was that kept them together,” I felt that, save for the money part, we were 

talking about me. I felt that I had been careless, not in the manner my middle school 

math teacher had always accused me of being when she said, Kelly, your math 

homework is full of careless mistakes, but careless in the literal root-word-plus-suffix 

sense of the word. I felt that caring had been absolutely absent from my actions despite 

my constantly arguing to anyone who would listen that I cared so very much about the 

horrific deeds I had done.  
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The image of your jagged fingernails, so impossibly short I never could understand how 

you got them that way, won’t leave me anytime soon.  Of course you stopped biting 

them because I couldn’t stand the sight, but are they once again painfully short now 

that we don’t hold hands? 

 

When The Power’s early attempts didn’t dissuade me, it infiltrated my workplace.  It 

made me get called into an assistant principal’s office. “Ms. McIntyre,” The Power said 

in the voice of a very uncomfortable, very bald assistant principal who couldn’t look me 

in the eye, “I, uh, I need to talk to you about, uh, your skirt.  It’s, uh, it’s just that the 

students can’t wear skirts that short, and they’re saying it’s not fair.” When that didn’t 

do anything, it made two other assistant principals come visit me in my classroom. “Ms. 

McIntyre,” it said, using a deep voice, a black man's voice. “We need to have a talk with 

you, Ms. McIntyre. We've been hearing about things, and we’re not saying those things 

are true, but we’ve been hearing them. And you look a certain way, and that adds to 

those things, and it’s not helping. So do you understand?” Though what he had said was 

practically unintelligible, I understood all right. But just in case I didn’t, the Power 

channeled a smooth, professional voice and said, “What we’re trying to say is that you 

are a great teacher, and nothing should distract from that.” 

 

They always come in threes, and so after “The Story of an Hour” and The Great Gatsby 

came The Crucible, the Arthur Miller play loosely based on the Salem Witch Trials. In 
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Miller’s telling of the witch trials, John Proctor, having had an affair with seventeen-

year-old Abigail Williams, is responsible for Salem’s devastation, for it’s his actions that 

have caused Abigail to cry witch. She wants him so badly, but, in her mind, his wife, 

Elizabeth, stands between them, and the only way to get to John is to get rid of 

Elizabeth. Elizabeth sees Abigail for what she is, but John, obtuse, self-righteous John, 

refuses to acknowledge that his actions have in any way caused the cataclysmic events 

that envelop the town. I may never again identify with a character as much as I 

identified with John Proctor when I taught that play in 2009. 

 

The Power kept moving up the chain of authority, and after the assistant principals 

failed to thwart me, it got the principal involved. “Ms. McIntyre,” she began in that silky 

voice I loved to listen to, “I’m told you were alone in your room with four boys. Now, I’m 

not saying anything was going on, but if you put yourself in a position where it looks as if 

something is going on, I have no choice but to speak with you about it. Ms. McIntyre, 

when I was getting divorced, I did a lot of crazy things. Luckily, none of them affected 

my work, but I do understand what you’re going through. Nevertheless, I’m giving you 

the directive that you are not to be alone in your room with students ever again, and if 

you are, I’ll have no choice but to write you up for insubordination. Are we clear?” Later 

that same day, The Power called The Boy into her office for questioning. 
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I always told you that your hipbones felt like the corners of boomerangs. Because of the 

way our bodies fit—or didn’t fit—those hipbones dug into me, bruising my inner thighs. 

Being on top of you with my legs wide, putting myself into a position where I had no 

choice but to either look into those hazel eyes or keep my own eyes shut tight, was 

impossible because of those hipbones. At least I think your hipbones were the problem. 

 

I just wanted to put my life back together, our lives back together, yet there I was, 

reading John’s line, “Abby, I may think softly of you from time to time. But I will cut off 

my hand before I ever reach for you again” four times a day. Four times a day, I read 

along as John Proctor denied any responsibility for his bad marriage; four times a day, I 

read along as John Proctor refused to be open with his wife; four times a day, I read 

along as John Proctor came to the sickening realization, once it was too late, that he 

really, truly loved his wife. Four times a day for the amount of time it takes a semi-

literate group of juniors to read a four-act play, I read my affair over and over and over 

and over again. 

 

Authority’s lack of effect on me annoyed The Power, so it went the other way. First it 

targeted The Boy’s best friend, telling him to befriend Glenn through MySpace, earn his 

trust, and tell him all about The Boy and me. When Glenn threatened to go to the 

newspapers and the school board and The Boy’s mother, as well, and then took his 

pictures off of the wall and moved out, leaving me and GriffinandKeiferGriffinandKeifer 
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GriffinandKeifer all alone, I came really close to caving.  When, just days after he moved 

out, The Power manipulated Facebook, orchestrating a meeting that turned into a 

friendship that turned into a relationship that turned into an almost love affair between 

my husband and a twenty-one-year-old girl named Amy, it took everything I had not to 

give in.   

 

I could never forget the sight of the scar on your chest that you got when you impaled 

yourself on that tree branch. But just like your moles, I can’t remember on what side of 

your body it sits. Is it on the left side? I think it is—I think it might cover your heart. 

Surely I would remember more clearly if I’d kissed it more than I had. 

 

Three-and-a-half weeks after Glenn moved out, while he was over eating dinner with 

GriffinandKeiferGriffinandKeiferGriffinandKeifer, his best friend, Rob, who he had just 

reconciled with after a two-year long fight and who he had been spending most of his 

time with now that we were separated, called to tell him that they couldn’t hang out 

that night as planned. He’d had a difficult time breathing when he was in his driveway, 

so his wife had called an ambulance, and he’d been admitted to the hospital. After the 

doctors ran tests, he found out that he had bronchitis, which he said was no big deal, 

and he’d be out in a few days. Glenn went to visit him the following night, and he was 

doing a lot better; in fact, the doctors told him that as soon as he could walk down the 

hall without wheezing, he could go home. They hung out in Rob’s hospital room, 
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watching a basketball game and talking about whatever it is that two thirty-six-year-old 

men who have been best friends since the time they were eleven-year-old boys talk 

about, and then Glenn left. The day after that, Glenn once again came over to see 

GriffinandKeiferGriffin andKeiferGriffinandKeifer, but they weren’t yet home from 

school, and we ended up getting into a huge fight, which led to our deciding that we had 

finally reached the end. Our separation would no longer be a separation, but a divorce, 

and he finally, after a month, moved all of his belongings out of the house. By the time 

GriffinandKeiferGriffin andKeiferGriffinandKeifer came home from school, every trace of 

their father was gone. 

 

The Power got pissed. It had done almost everything imaginable to keep Glenn and me 

together and set me on the path of righteousness, but I refused to listen. About an hour 

after he stormed out of the house and I locked the door on our marriage, I was on the 

phone crying to my mother about the horror of it all when her other line rang and she 

told me it was Glenn, who had been keeping in regular touch with her throughout our 

separation. She put me on hold for a minute or so, during which I felt sorry for myself 

and hated Glenn at the same time.  I waited impatiently for her to click back over so I 

could find out word for word what he had said about me. Was he angry? Was he sad? 

Now that I was completely out of the picture, was 21-year-old Amy going to take my 

place? The second she clicked back over, I took a breath and prepared to barrage her 

with questions, but before I could say a word, she answered a question I never ever 
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would have thought to ask. “Glenn just told me to tell you that you better not bother 

him. Rob died a few minutes ago, and he’s not in the mood.” The second I understood 

what my mother had said, I forgot every single bad thing that had ever happened 

concerning Glenn and me. I forgot about my obsession with The Boy; I forgot about the 

girl he had known for less than a month but already was sending texts that said I love 

you and cared about enough that he wouldn’t kiss me for fear of hurting her; I forgot 

about his threats; I forgot about our fights. The only thing I could think about was how 

alone Glenn was going to be. No parents, no best friend, no me. I immediately sent him 

a text message asking him where he was, arranged for someone to watch the kids, and 

drove to a hospital in Coral Springs. I didn’t even think when I saw him; I just 

instinctively wrapped him in my arms, where I felt he was supposed to be. After sitting 

for hours with Rob’s family until they left, I insisted Glenn come home—the thought of 

him sitting alone in his car, crying, was too much for me to bear—and when we got 

home, I told him that we had been silly: life was too short and more fragile than we had 

realized, and nothing mattered other than our family being together once again. The 

Power finally got its way. 

 

I teach twelfth grade this year. No more Mrs. Mallard, no more Jay Gatsby, no more 

Daisy and Tom, and no more John.  Those stories, and the feelings they brought forth, 

are gone. 
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Despite my post-Rob revelation that nothing mattered but Glenn and me being 

together, a whole lot of things did. Once the afterglow of reconciliation dimmed, all of 

the problems that had been blinded by the bright came back in our sight. It wasn’t long 

before things were as bad as they had ever been. I would say I was seriously questioning 

my decision, but that’s not true. I was damning it. A few months after Glenn had moved 

back in, I was so desperate for guidance, I attended an Angel Circle, which is a gathering 

of energy facilitated by an intuitive who connects with participants’ loved ones from 

“beyond.” Over the course of an hour, I watched as women in the circle asked the 

intuitive questions and the intuitive connected with people they knew who had passed. 

When I finally asked my question—if my decision to stay with Glenn was right or wrong, 

which was me actually asking if my life would be horrific without him, if leaving him 

meant I would forever be alone, if I would ever get over the pain of not being with him, 

or if I stayed with him if we would ever get over the pain caused by my affair and 

everything that led to it—the intuitive said that although my loved one had a lesson for 

me, she couldn’t be sure exactly what that lesson was because the spirit she was seeing 

was not a person, but instead a small, brown dog. Since one of the canine loves of my 

life, Christopher, a smallish, brown Swedish vallhund mix, had recently passed away 

from cancer, I instantly felt the intuitive was on to something, but exactly what it was, I 

wasn’t sure. I felt Christopher could be telling me one of two things. As frequently and 

as furiously as I’d cried when Christopher died and as often as I’d slept on the blanket 

he’d slept on once he was too weak to jump, smelling his scent after his death, over 
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time I cried less and less and eventually got back up into my own bed; I also adopted a 

new dog who I eventually felt I loved more than I’d ever loved anything in my entire life. 

If I could move forward after the tragedy of losing Christopher and find happiness with 

another dog, surely I could get past the tragedy of losing Glenn and find another man. 

Or maybe the lesson Christopher had come to teach me was the opposite. If, as 

heartbroken as I felt, as all four of us felt, over Christopher’s death, we had loved each 

other enough to move forward and settle comfortably back into our lives and love 

another dog, maybe that meant that as detrimental as my affair with The Boy seemed to 

be, it wasn’t actually decimating; together we could get past any tragic thing. Sadly, 

though—frustratingly, infuriatingly—dogs don’t talk, and figuring out Christopher’s 

lesson was entirely up to me. 
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Everlasting Gobstoppers Are Not Really Everlasting 

My husband runs, too, but to say that we are both runners is like saying that the man 

who gave us “Pants on the Ground” and Beethoven are both musicians. Already forgot 

“Pants on the Ground” and the man who gave it to us? Exactly. 

 

I have six tattoos. 

 

In 1981, the world was given Music Television, familiarly known as MTV. An all-music, 

all-the-time channel, MTV introduced music videos to millions of cable viewers. For 

young people with access to cable television, life would never be the same.    

 

Everybody knows that Henry VIII had six wives. 

 

I think it’s fairly safe for me to say that I may very well be the worst runner in the history 

of runners. Within six months of the inception of my running life, I had iliotibial band  

syndrome, Achilles tendonitis, and shin splints. I wore a bulky black boot to keep my 

foot aligned for over a month and went to physical therapy for twice that amount of 

time.  
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The average movie lasts from an hour and a half to two hours; a television drama is 

usually one hour; a sitcom is half an hour; a music video is about three minutes, unless 

it’s long—if it’s long, it’s about five.  

 

The first time Henry VIII didn’t want to be married anymore, he went through the 

trouble of creating a whole new church so he’d be allowed to get an annulment. 

Sometimes I’m too lazy to get up and go to the bathroom—Henry must have really 

disliked his wife.  

 

Tattoos have existed for thousands of years. Though the meaning of tattoos among 

ancient cultures varied, all who practiced tattooing shared the intention of adorning the 

body in a permanent way. 

 

If I had to choose an ancient god or goddess type to represent myself, as my son often 

requests, I’d choose the Venus of Willendorf. If I had to choose one for my husband, I’d 

choose Achilles (look no further, I am the heel).   

 

The creation of Celtic knots is attributed to sailors from the days of yore. Having to leave 

their lovers for a long time, these sailors, expert knot makers that they were, fashioned 

rope into knots for their lovers to hold onto as keepsakes.   
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By the time the late eighties rolled around, MTV, instead of playing videos back to back 

to back all willy nilly, had organized shows that focused on different styles of music. Dial 

MTV allowed viewers to call and vote for their favorite videos, and the top ten were 

later played; 120 Minutes featured alternative fare; Headbangers Ball played heavy 

metal; and Yo! MTV Raps showed—surprise, surprise—rap. MTV was now broken up 

into shows, but, still, each of these shows played nothing but videos. 

 

Ability and agility are not the only things that separate my husband’s running from 

mine.  He’s a treadmill man. I run outside when I can.   

 

Knowing he couldn’t just get annulments left and right, when it was time to get rid of his 

second wife, Henry VIII did away with her life. 

 

Tattoos have been used as amulets, displays of devotion, declarations of social standing, 

and adornment. People who got tattoos went into it knowing they would be marked 

forever. That was the point. 

 

My husband started running about four years ago on a whim and never stopped. Last 

year, he ran 2,500 miles. A week ago, he crossed the 7,000-mile threshold. He’s 

probably running right now. 
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Sailors are famously known to have a girl in every port. 

 

Maybe if I weren’t a dead ringer for the Venus of Willendorf, I’d be a better runner.  

Maybe if my husband weren’t a modern day Achilles, he’d be a worse one. 

 

In 1997, Dial MTV was no more. In its place was Total Request. Total Request evolved 

into Total Request Live, five apparently too-difficult-to-say syllables that became TRL. 

Although it was a request show in the same spirit as the original Dial MTV, TRL didn’t 

play videos in their entirety.     

 

People no longer have to be marked forever by tattoos. At some point between the 

beginning of time and now, tattoo removal was created. 

 

Celtic knots are symbols that represent continuity and permanence.They are sometimes 

called endless knots because they have no beginning and no end. 

 

After having his second wife beheaded, Henry VIII didn’t waste any time getting 

engaged. This wife gave birth to a child and then died after ten days. 

 

Even though I’m constantly injured and have the Venus of Willendorf thing working 

against me, I run. I don’t do it constantly, though. Sometimes, because I feel genetics 
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have done me wrong by sticking me with square-shaped feet à la Fred Flintstone and 

Greek-Italian birthin’ hips that weigh me down, I give up because I just can’t take the 

injustice of it all; sometimes, because some alternative activity—what? I can get in 

shape by climbing a wall of fake rocks? Kickbox and learn to fight like Buffy?—seems 

more exciting, I lose the desire to run; sometimes, because a person can only do so 

much of one thing, I just get bored. 

 

Not long after TRL began shortening three to five minute videos to twenty to thirty 

second clips, whole videos on MTV became scarce. The generation of the three-to-five-

minute attention span gave way to the thirty-second one. 

 

Celtic knots aren’t only for lovers. The special thing about them is that they have no 

beginning and no end. They can represent devotion to deity, bonds of family, or love 

between friends.  

 

Not one to remain single, Henry VIII had a marriage arranged; not so surprisingly, his 

mind soon changed. Because he hadn’t had an annulment since wife number one, the 

pope quickly granted his wish, and marriage number four was done. 

 

Unlike biomechanically-challenged me, my husband is a biomechanical dream, and his 

jaunty, tight stride knows no lulls. Still, as physically able as he is, seven thousand miles 
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is a lot to run. I’d be lying if I said it were entirely easy. He limps occasionally and gets 

shooting pains in his knees. Last Christmas, I stuffed his stocking with an Ace Bandage.    

 

According to tattoohealth.org, “Until the last decade, tattoo removal was often painful 

and left unsightly scarring. Today…it is now much easier to significantly fade or 

completely remove a tattoo.”    

 

When I was a little girl, my father gave me some type of Celtic knot-shaped jewelry, 

either a charm or a pair of earrings.  

 

After running a half-marathon, I could barely walk for two months. I stretched, taped my 

toes down, and put frozen peas and carrots on my inflamed parts. I don’t think there’s a 

podiatrist in South Florida I haven’t met, and I’ll probably get a birthday card from the 

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. I swore I’d never run again. 

 

Henry VIII indeed found another wife—an adulterer, it seems. Because history so often 

repeats itself, she was beheaded on the Tower Green. 

 

Snippets of videos were replaced with reality shows and reruns of old television series 

on MTV. MTV, as my generation knew it, is over; the music is no more. 
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No matter how badly he hurts, my husband never stops running. 

 

My father and I haven’t spoken in months. 

 

Although tattoo removal has come a long way, it’s not failsafe. Hyperpigmentation, 

hypopigmentation, scarring, and burning are all possibilities. Things that are meant to 

be permanent do not go gently.   

 

Of course Henry VIII married again—apparently habits are hard to break. Lucky lady 

number six outlived old Hank. 

 

I ran again. 
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(un)Fair 

For the first thirteen to sixteen years of my life, my sister’s nose was bigger than mine.  

Like our Jewish mother’s pre-nose-job nose, a bump sat—still sits—on the bridge of 

Heather’s nose. When I think back to childhood, the thought of Heather’s big nose is 

always there. 

 

History boasts a lot of horrifically sick people, but Erszbet Bathory, extreme seeker of 

beauty, may very well be one of the sickest.  

 

I thought I had escaped it—the hereditary nose, that is (and in a way, I did, but more of 

that later), and since I thought her fate would not be mine, I teased Heather relentlessly.  

 

According to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, a condition called enamel 

fluorosis can occur if a child swallows too much fluoride during the years of tooth 

development. Enamel fluorosis, in most cases, causes practically unnoticeable white 

spots to form on a tooth’s surface; in severe cases, it causes brown discoloration and 

enamel that’s so uneven, it’s difficult to clean. 

 

-Mirror, mirror, on the wall, 
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who in this land is fairest of all? 

-You, my queen, are fairest of all. 

 

Concerning Erszbet Bathory, it’s difficult to separate fact from legend, as a ton of 

conflicting information exists about the countess. What’s known for certain, however, is 

that she was born in Transylvania in 1560 and lived until 1614; she married Count 

Ferencz Nadasdy in 1575 and lived with him in Hungary for part of her married life; she 

had four children; and she was extremely educated, speaking multiple languages. Oh, 

yeah—she was also a sadistic lunatic who murdered more than six hundred women over 

the course of her lifetime. 

 

While it may be true that the dark blue Sergio Valente jeans with the purple trim that I 

got for Christmas in 1982 went to Heather when I couldn’t force them to button over 

my potbelly; that strangers constantly called me son as a result of the uber short haircut 

my parents chose for my dark brown hair while Heather pranced around the streets of 

Chicago with long, silky, dark blonde pigtails; and that for every boy I had a crush on—

and, holy moly, did I have a lot of crushes—two liked my sister, it’s also true that a tiny, 

nondescript nose graced the middle of my face while a largish nose with a very 

distinctive bump marred the middle of hers. 
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The most common way to develop enamel fluorosis is by drinking fluoridated tap water. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, Chicago’s tap water was fluoridated.  I was born in Chicago 

in 1975. 

 

Snow White’s stepmother wanted more than anything to be fairest of them all, and for 

a very long time she was. 

 

While it’s indisputable fact that Countess Bathory murdered hundreds of young women, 

her motives are not so indisputable. According to the majority of historians, she was 

simply a psychopath. According to legend, however, Bathory slaughtered 600 pale, soft-

skinned beauties in an effort to absorb their energy, remaining beautiful for eternity. 

 

Around the time I was seven and Heather was eight, the nose comments began.  

Whenever we got in a fight, I inevitably insulted her nose. This would cause crying and 

fist-fighting and Heather throwing herself on the ground, screaming that she didn’t want 

to be Jewish because, to Heather, the only thing being Jewish got her was a big nose. 

 

-Mirror, mirror, on the wall,  

who in this land is fairest of all? 

-You, my queen, are fair, it’s true. 

But Snow White is a thousand times fairer than you. 
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For whatever reason, side effects affect me more than most people, and I swear that’s 

not just me being dramatic. Where I’m concerned, if something could go wrong, it 

usually does. I’ve taken medications that I don’t even know the side effects for, and 

some crazy thing will happen while I’m taking the medication—say, like a flushed face 

that feels like it’s on fire after taking a Niacin—and lo and behold, when I research the 

medication, there it is in font on white—the condition that’s plaguing me occurred in 

one in about a gazillion people taking said medication. With my body’s tendency to veer 

toward the negative, my developing enamel fluorosis was only a matter of time.   

 

Whatever her motive may have been, historians agree that Countess Bathory beat her 

servants until she drew blood. She also stabbed, cut, bit, and burned them; sexually 

abused them; and stuffed them into woman-shaped iron maidens. Her servants were 

not alone; scores of peasants and several aristocrats from around town experienced the 

same torture at Bathory’s hand. 

 

When I was sixteen and living in Florida, my cousin, Paulette, who I hadn’t seen in years, 

visited from Chicago. After she went back home, my mother informed me that Paulette, 

who had gotten a nose job of her very own at the age of sixteen, had told her I would be 

beautiful if only I got my nose done. I was completely taken aback. I was so used to 
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Heather being the one with the big nose, it hadn’t even occurred to me that mine might 

be big, too. 

 

When Snow White’s stepmother’s magic mirror told her that she was no longer the 

fairest of them all, that her seven-year-old daughter, Snow White, had usurped that 

title, any semblance of maternal instinct she might have had went out the window.  

Because it was completely unfathomable to her that she not be the fairest of them all, 

she wanted Snow White dead.   

 

A few years ago, I underwent Zoom! Teeth Whitening. While undergoing Zoom! Teeth 

Whitening, my lips were uncomfortably pried open, my gums were covered in gauze, 

hydrogen peroxide was "painted" on my teeth, and a UVA light sat flush against my 

gaping mouth while I remained motionless for what should have been three 15 minute 

rounds of UVA light exposure but turned out to be two and a quarter due to the 

excruciating pain searing through my teeth just minutes into the third treatment. After I 

began shrieking with all the volume I could muster with a mouth stuffed with gauze, the 

dental tech strolled into the room, removed the light, and sat perplexed at the 

intermittent shooting pains that ripped through my teeth. "This has never happened 

before," she insisted. And it happened to me? The girl who may as well be called Side 

Effect Sally? How shocking. 
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What hasn’t been proven is the much-talked-about vanity angle.  According to this 

vanity angle, Countess Bathory, who was especially beautiful and vain, caused a servant 

to bleed one day when torturing her in the name of jolly-good fun. The servant-girl’s 

blood splattered on Countess Bathory’s cheek, and she instantly noticed a radiance and 

clarity that her aging skin had begun to lack.   

 

Now that my nose was big, too, I could no longer torture my sister about the size of 

hers.  Instead, I started brooding about mine. When had this happened? How hadn’t I 

noticed? And how much would it cost to fix? 

 

Snow White’s stepmother was so insistent that she be the fairest one in the land that 

she ordered a huntsman not only to take Snow White into the woods and do her in, but 

also to deliver her heart and liver to her so she could ingest it in the form of a light 

snack. The huntsman set out with the best of intentions, but because Snow White was 

so beautiful, he didn’t have the heart (ha!) to gut her. What he did instead was set her 

free in the woods and bring her mother the heart and liver of a boar. 

 

After the Zoom! Teeth Whitening procedure was as complete as it possibly could be on 

my freakishly sensitive teeth, I drove home in such horrible pain that I actually screamed 

out loud in the car. Not only could I barely open my mouth because when the air hit 

them I felt like pulling them out one by one, but even when I was just sitting on my bum 
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minding my own business, I was prone to indescribable pain; plus, I couldn’t eat or drink 

anything hot, cold, or colorful—colorful?—for at least 48 hours, and as I sat next to my  

husband on the couch with a pillow in front of my face to stifle the occasional scream, 

he was drinking what I could just tell was the most bubbly, refreshing Diet Coke in 

history.  

 

At twenty-three years old, after years of talking about it and much hemming and 

hawing, I finally decided to get a nose job. I made an appointment to see a plastic 

surgeon and went in ready to change my nose and, along with it, my life.  

 

Legend has it that once Countess Bathory saw how beneficial the blood of a young girl 

was to her skin, she started murdering them left and right, draining their blood and 

bathing in it to rejuvenate and preserve her beauty.   

 

Snow White took refuge in the home of the dwarfs.  When they first came home and 

realized that somebody had broken into their house, they went all Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears, asking questions like, Who’s been sitting in my chair? and Who’s been 

drinking from my mug? and Who’s been eating from my plate? They were getting pretty 

irritated with the whole situation until they stumbled upon Snow White sleeping in the 

seventh dwarf’s bed and saw how beautiful she was. Once they saw her beauty, there 
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was a chorus of Good Heavens! and She’s so beautiful! and a mutual decision was made 

by the dwarfs that she remain with them forever. 

 

My teeth look pretty much the same as they did pre-Zoom! Teeth Whitening. 

 

The plastic surgeon told me I had an “ethnic nose.” It came from my Greek-Italian 

background. I don’t know how I hadn’t seen it before, but my nose was identical to my 

Greek-Italian father’s. Not only did it have a slight bump, but it also had a long bridge, a 

ball on the end low enough for me to lick if the fancy struck, and a wide base.  It was far 

bigger than the nose my sister got from my mother. So much for being cursed by 

Jewishness. 

 

Of course Snow White’s stepmother found out that Snow White was still alive when the 

magic mirror opened its big mouth. Infuriated that she was not the fairest in the land, 

she set out to ensure she would be once again. Three times Snow White’s stepmother 

traveled to the cabin where Snow White lived with the seven dwarfs in an effort to kill 

her.  The first time, she convinced Snow White to open the door by enticing her with a 

silken bodice, which she laced so tightly, Snow White crumpled to the floor, breathless, 

until the dwarfs, upon returning home, loosened her laces; the second time, she 

convinced Snow White to open the door by flashing a poisoned comb, which she buried 

in Snow White’s tresses, instantly causing her to crumple to the floor, breathless, until 
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the dwarfs, upon returning home, removed the comb; the third time, she convinced 

Snow White to open the door by tempting her with a shiny red apple, which lodged in 

Snow White’s throat, causing her to crumple to the floor, breathless. This time, though, 

the dwarfs could not wake her, and it seemed that the evil queen had finally succeeded 

her successor. 

 

Before leaving the plastic surgeon’s office, I scheduled an appointment to get my nose 

done. I drove home with visions of new noses in my head and plans to scour celebrity 

magazines until I found the perfect nose. My new nose could be no arbitrary decision, 

and, with only a month until my surgery, I didn’t have much time.  

 

When the Hungarian Emperor finally sent soldiers in to storm her castle, they practically 

stumbled over the bodies of dying women and decomposing bodies, some with 

evidence of beatings and burnings, who lay strewn about the castle; meanwhile, in the 

darkness of dungeons, prisoners were being held, all awaiting their turn to be bled by 

Bathory, mere pawns in the countess’s quest to be beautiful forever. 

 

The day after I made my appointment to get my nose done, I found out that I was 

having a baby. A few thousand dollars suddenly sounded like a lot more money than it 

had just one day earlier. In an effort to be responsible, I cancelled my appointment—I 

would just have to get my nose done when I was more financially stable.   
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We all know what happened with Snow White. A beautiful prince rode past her glass-

encased body, and, seeing how beautiful she was, he decided that he couldn’t live 

without her. He begged the dwarfs for her beautiful body so he could gaze upon her 

beauty whenever he wished. The dwarfs relented, and when his servants were moving 

her glass coffin, the apple in her throat dislodged and, once again, Snow White joined 

the land of the living. She and the prince married, condemned the evil queen to iron 

shoes that forced her to dance until she died, and carried on happily ever after, as 

beautiful people do. 

 

One baby turned into two. Preschool turned into private. Being finished with school 

turned into grad school. A big enough house turned into not big enough. Floors needed 

to be redone. Furniture needed to be replaced.  Braces needed to be bought. The 

housing bubble burst. I should be getting my new nose right around retirement.  

 

Nobody could argue that Countess Bathory’s actions were anything but abhorrent. But 

let me tell you a story...there was this one time when I was in seventh grade, this one 

time when I was walking down the hall past Danny, the boy that I had barely even talked 

to but liked nevertheless in that way that when we’re in seventh grade we like people 

we don’t even know. I was walking past Danny, the boy with the cute little scar on his 

temple, the boy I had written four notes to that very day, notes that I had folded into 

cute little shapes and sent to him through friends. I was walking past Danny with my 
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friend, Mary, pretending not to notice him, pretending to listen to whatever it was that 

Mary was saying, pretending I could hear something other than my heart in my ears 

even though it was impossible because there was Danny, so cute and so close, and there 

was me, walking down the hall in my tight black and grey jeans from Merry-Go-Round 

and my ID shirt with the upturned collar, and while I was walking and pretending with 

my heart booming in my ears, he opened his mouth, and he called to me, Hey you!—to 

me! He called Hey you to me!—and I turned my head in slow motion,  I turned my head 

as quickly as I could turn it with my heart booming so loudly in my ears, and I looked at 

Danny, and Danny’s mouth made a sound, and the sound Danny’s mouth made sounded 

like You’re ugly, and I looked away from Danny, and I kept walking, and I kept not 

listening to Mary, and my heart kept booming in my ears, and Mary kept on talking like 

nothing had happened, and I kept on walking like nothing had happened. Everything 

happened just as they had been happening, only this time when they happened, I was 

ugly. 
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Kindred 

The first dog I ever loved was a Welsh corgi mix named Sandy. One night after my 

parents watched my cousins play a tennis match at the Miramar Rec Center, Sandy ran 

beside their car for almost the entire mile they had to drive to get to our house. I 

begged my dad, the only person Sandy wanted anything to do with, to let her stay, and 

he said that we could have her on a trial basis. Afraid of everybody but my dad, she 

spent any time he wasn’t home cowering underneath the dining room table while my 

mother, sister, and I sat on the floor in front calling the name she’d only just gotten over 

and over again, trying to coax her to come and sit with us. I’m not sure how long it took, 

but Sandy eventually came out from under the table and into our lives. 

  

I’ve been married to Glenn for 14 years, two months, and 21 days.  

 

When I was 10, my parents discussed getting rid of Sandy. I stuffed my red Barbie case 

with undies, socks, and a toothbrush, called Sandy’s name, and headed out the door. 

Having nowhere to go, we sat on a curb a few blocks away from my house until it got 

dark outside and my mother made me come home. After doing a lot of crying and 

making a lot of promises about helping to take care of the dog, my parents said that 

Sandy was allowed to stay.  
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If you want to get technical about it, Glenn and I won’t have been married for a full 21 

days beyond 14 years and two months until a little after six o’clock. And I don’t know if 

this needs to be taken into consideration or not when calculating actual time married, 

but we’ve been separated four times. 

 

By the time Sandy had been in our family for a year, she was like my best friend and a 

doll rolled into one. I painted her nails, dressed her up in clothes, sang her special 

songs—Alone at the Drive In, with the name Sandy already built in, was practically made 

for the two of us—and took her with me everywhere I went that I was allowed to bring 

her—and even places I wasn’t. Here’s a Sandy story for you: When I was 12, my best 

friend, Chris, was grounded, and during the day while her parents were at work, I 

sneaked into her house along with our friends Mary and Hope. I brought Sandy, of 

course, because I couldn’t stand to go anywhere without her. We were all sitting there 

at her kitchen table when we heard a noise in the front of her house. Her dad had come 

home! Mary, Hope, and I jumped up and ran out through the sliding glass door in the 

back of her house, and in our rush, I forgot Sandy. Her dad came in, and there she was 

right in the middle of their kitchen—but only until she broke right through their 

screened-in porch trying to catch up with me.  

 

The concept of soul mates has existed for thousands of years. I’ve seen conflicting 

information as to its origin, but for the sake of this story, I’m going to say that the first 
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story of soul mates originated in Greece. According to Aristophanes, when humans were 

first created, they were equipped with four arms, four legs, one head, and two faces. I 

have no idea how long this two-times-the-human-we-now-know supposedly existed, but 

as the story goes, Zeus, fearing the power of this four-armed, four-legged, one-headed, 

two-faced creature, split the creature in half, and as a result, all humans from that time 

forward have roamed the earth searching for their other halves. 

 

The first time Glenn and I separated wasn’t even three months after we got married. 

Our wedding was on May 10, and by the beginning of August, I was ready to end things. 

Anybody who knew me well probably wasn’t very surprised: For almost the entire four 

years we’d dated, I did a whole lot of complaining about both Glenn’s wealth of anger 

and dearth of sex drive, and there’s no logical reason why marriage would have changed 

those things. While I looked for a place to live, I went out with our roommate, Erin, 

every night after we got off of work from our waitressing jobs at The Cheesecake 

Factory while Glenn sat on a dark bathroom floor and cried.  

 

When I was about 18, my mother brought home a shih tzu named Munchkin. Munchkin 

was perhaps the most annoying dog I had ever—have ever—met. She was tiny and high-

pitched and had a crazy upper lip that exposed one side of her upper teeth all the time, 

Billy Idol style. My mother and father fell hard for Munchkin, and subsequently, Bucky  

and Bunny, the two puppies we ended up keeping from her first of two litters. While I 
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thought they were all okay, I knew where my devotions lay. 

 

At the end of August, I found an apartment. It was a one-room guest house behind a 

house in Hollywood, and I loved it. After meeting with the couple that owned it, I put 

down a deposit—but because they wanted to see what kind of tenant I was, I didn’t sign 

a lease—and we agreed on a date when I could start the process of moving in. When I 

told Glenn, he was far less emotional than I expected him to be, and between that time 

and the time I moved out, he steadily seemed less and less distraught. On the day that 

my friends Curt and Tim helped me move the bed and dresser I’d brought from my 

parents’ house, Glenn wasn’t even around to say goodbye. 

 

Although it seems that the first time the term soul mate was used may have been in 

Aristophanes’s story, the idea of the soul mate is often connected to the earlier story of 

Isis and Osiris, sibling gods who happened to love each other in a way in which our 

modern society doesn’t approve. The married siblings were separated when their other 

brother Set killed Osiris and cut his body into either 14 or 42 pieces, depending on the 

version of the story being read. You’d think it would separate Isis and Osiris, but the 

killing and cutting of Osiris couldn’t keep them apart. Travelling around Egypt, Isis 

collected all of Osiris’s parts, reassembled him, and with her magical breath, breathed 

him back to life long enough for the two of them to conceive a son. 
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My mother’s little yap dogs were supposedly paper trained, so they never had to go out; 

Sandy did. One day during the September when I was twenty-one, I got home from my 

job at Denny’s, exhausted and dirty, and like everybody in my house had been doing for 

several years, I opened the door so she could go outside. After she had been outside for 

what I thought was long enough, I opened the door, and there she was across the 

street, a fat little thing standing on the swale right next to the road as cars whizzed by. 

She saw me, her owner who, after eleven years of snuggles and Oreos and kisses and 

car rides, she believed would lead her to no harm, so she started waddling my way. I 

yelled for her to stop, but she didn’t. Neither did the teenage boy driving the brown 

sedan that ran right over her, staining her Sandiness with a thick, black tire mark. In the 

years since then, I’ve learned that when an animal is picked up and its bladder empties, 

that animal is dead. I didn’t yet know that on the day that my letting Sandy outside by 

herself resulted in her being run over in the street, though, so despite the urine that 

exited her body, covering my apron and pants, I put her next to me in the front seat of 

Glenn’s truck and rushed to the nearest animal hospital, St. Francis. Parking the truck 

right in front of the glass doors, I ran in with her in my arms, panic-stricken, and set her 

down on the counter while I cried. When the veterinarian looked at her gums and said 

three words I’ll never forget, “She’s already gone,” I wished that I were, too. 

 

As my friends and I moved my things into my new apartment, I felt totally excited and 

hopeful. I’d never lived by myself before and couldn’t wait to set up my new place in the 
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cutest way possible. Because I couldn’t really move my bed or dresser by myself, I had 

Curt and Tim put them in the spot where I thought they’d look best, and then when they 

left, I started unpacking all of my clothes and knick-knacks. When I finished unpacking 

and arranging and rearranging all the things I’d brought, I sat down on my bed, the only 

piece of furniture I had besides my dresser and a lamp, and imagined what my new life 

would be like. After I finished imagining my new life, I started thinking about my old 

one. I thought about Glenn and how much I’d hurt him; I also thought about how, 

despite how hurt he’d been, he seemed to be moving right along in the healing process 

and how horrible I felt when he hadn’t been around to allow for the kind of goodbye I 

thought our four-year relationship warranted. I had expected an emotional goodbye 

with profound words and lots of tears, a tearjerker-of-a-movie kind of goodbye, and the 

fact that that didn’t happen left me feeling all wrong inside. By the time I went to sleep, 

I was no longer excited, and hopeful had turned into hopeless. I called Glenn the next 

morning, and by the middle of the day, all of my things—along with me—were back at 

home. 

 

Because I have a difficult time grasping the meaning of anything spiritual, I don’t quite 

understand what Theosophy is. From what I’ve seen, though, I’d have to say it somehow 

aligns with New Age beliefs; in any case, Theosophy-related theory states that when 

God created souls, the souls were androgynous. At some point, however, those souls 

split in half and were androgynous no more; each half had its own gender, one male, 
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one female. Similar to what Aristophanes stated in Plato’s Symposium, the Theosophical 

belief is that the separated halves of each soul are on the constant search for one 

another; dissimilar to Aristophanes’s description is that instead of searching for only one 

lifetime, these souls search throughout multiple lifetimes, reincarnation after 

reincarnation, until their karmic debt disappears and they can once again become one 

unified soul. 

 

After Sandy died, Glenn, who was my live-in boyfriend at the time, came to St. Francis 

Animal Hospital. He understood that she wasn’t “just a dog” to me and didn’t think I was 

silly for calling into work two days in a row because I couldn’t stop crying; he lay in my 

bed with me when I didn’t want to leave it; he listened to me as I sobbed and said that I 

wouldn’t feel better about Sandy’s death for the rest of my life; and I think he believed 

me, just as I believed myself. But the expression time heals all wounds comes from 

somewhere, and as time moved forward, I felt a little bit better and then a little bit 

better, and then a little bit better still. By the time we got our next dog, five years after 

Sandy had died, thinking of her no longer caused me to cry.   

 

I won’t say that I felt happier after Glenn and I got back together because that’s not 

entirely true. What is true is that I got pregnant less than three months later, and both 

the excitement of my pregnancy and the time we spent tending to our son deflected my 

attention away from a not-so-happy marriage for almost two years. I spent of my 
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pregnancy going to my OB-GYN’s office, weighing myself, writing in my pregnancy 

journal, planning baby names, and picking out baby clothes and then, once our son was 

born, going back and forth to the doctor with a five-week early baby, breastfeeding in 

bed or on the couch with a Boppy Pillow around my waist, and writing in multiple baby 

books; plus, because Glenn and I didn’t want to put Griffin in daycare, I worked the 

dayshift at The Cheesecake Factory, and he worked at Barnes and Noble at night. We 

saw each other for a few minutes in the middle of the day—not really enough time to 

realize that the reason I wasn’t unhappy any more was because I was usually too tired 

to worry about having a husband who had no interest in having sex with me and too 

preoccupied to bring it up on the occasions that I wasn’t too tired to worry about it. 

That changed a year after Griffin was born, though, when I became a teacher and Glenn 

started working from home. I was back to spending enough time with Glenn for me to 

feel stuck once again. 

 

Several religions and cultures and spiritual traditions have some sort of soul mate story, 

from the Jewish idea of Bashert to the New Age notion of twin flames to the Chinese 

belief that men and women who are destined for one another are attached by a red 

string of fate. But despite these origins, the idea that we all have a soul mate is by no 

means restricted to religious or cultural or spiritual association; in fact, the idea of the 

soul mate transcended all of these things and became prevalent in popular culture long 

ago. 
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Even though I don’t believe in God, I truly believe that finding Christopher at the 

Humane Society was some sort of divine intervention. He had gotten there only two 

hours before we did. Most likely a Swedish vallhund, a rare breed commonly mistaken 

for a Welsh corgi, he looked almost exactly like Sandy, only instead of having sandy-

colored fur, his was a darker shade of brown, and instead of a tail, he had a little stump 

that made it look like he was wiggling his butt whenever he was happy. The minute I 

saw him, I knew he belonged with us. At the time we got him, Glenn was kind of iffy 

about getting a dog. Just like I had done with my parents twenty years earlier, I made all 

sorts of promises about walking him and feeding him and taking care of everything he 

could possibly need. Maybe it’s because of this promise that Christopher and I ended up 

having the relationship we did, for it was because of this promise that the second I 

heard him walking around the next morning, I bounded out of bed to walk him before 

he had a chance to disturb Glenn. For the rest of the day and then the next day and then 

the next, for enough next days to equal seven years, whether it was on my couch, on 

the floor, in a car, or on my bed, Christopher was by my side. 

 

When it comes to soul mates, it’s pretty safe to say that everybody wants one. A Google 

search of the term “soul mate” yields more than 17 million results, and a search for the 

misspelled term “soulmate” yields  more than 23 million.  
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One week after our eleventh anniversary, Glenn and I separated again. That time 

around it was he who initiated the separation, but I probably shouldn’t fault him since 

he only left after I had trouble deciding whether or not to end a four-month affair. 

 

It was because I loved Christopher as much as I did that I suggested we buy a second 

dog to keep him company. He certainly wasn’t getting any younger, and I worried that 

he was bored and lonely when we were at work and school. After months of looking, we 

found Jazzy, a standoffish black mix of who-knows-what that Christopher wanted 

nothing to do with, and although it can’t be proven, I think bringing her into the house 

caused Christopher to die of a broken heart. Although officially it was called cancer, it 

seems awfully coincidental that when his sickness surfaced in May of 2008 and we took 

him to vet after vet until we were finally told that his spleen was so full of cancer he had 

less than a month to live, it was just weeks after Jazzy moved into our house.  

 

In addition to the millions of results that come up when either “soul mate” or 

“soulmate” is typed into Google, 201,000 and 522,000 results appear, respectively, 

when a search is conducted for the combination of  “soul mate” and “soulmate” along 

with the word “quiz.” Nobody wants to make a mistake. 

 

Christopher had his spleen removed in late July in what the vet called “a very risky 

operation.” While he underwent surgery, the four of us drove down the street to Color 
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Me Mine to paint our own pottery in an attempt to concentrate on anything other than 

the fact that he might not survive. When the vet called and said that things looked good, 

we hurried through the rest of our painting and rushed to the office, and although 

Christopher was still asleep from the anesthesia, the vet let us see him sleep. He opened 

his eyes when I petted him, and when I leaned down to kiss his snout, he weakly kissed 

me back. When the vet saw him kiss me, he said, “I can’t believe he just did that. He 

sure knows his mommy.” He was shocked.  I knew how much Christopher loved me and 

wasn’t shocked at all. 

 

According to iVillage, 98 percent of people think it’s important to marry their soul mate. 

 

Unlike the first time when our physical separation equaled exactly one day, the physical 

aspect of our second separation lasted an entire month during which I experienced all 

the same feelings I’d experienced sitting on my bed in that little apartment that one 

August night. I wanted to be divorced—only sometimes I didn’t. My marriage was 

irrevocably broken—except maybe, with a lot of work, it wasn’t. I didn’t love my 

husband the way a wife should—but sometimes I did. 

 

After two wonderful, exhilarating weeks in which he got seemingly healthier and 

stronger, Christopher could no longer pee. He'd stand hunched over in the grass, crying, 

shoulders rounded so drastically and head thrust so far forward that he resembled a 
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possum, pushing and pushing, but nothing would come out. The same vet who’d 

assured us he would likely be okay if he survived the surgery couldn’t figure out what 

was wrong, and after having a catheter stuck in his penis almost every day for a week 

and having Glenn massage his bladder for hours on end in an attempt to manually 

release Christopher’s pee, I convinced Glenn we couldn’t let him continue 

suffering. Glenn and the boys said their goodbyes, and in the middle of an August night, 

just three months after learning he had cancer, I drove to St. Francis Animal Hospital so 

Christopher could be put to sleep. 

 

If you take the statistic that 98 percent of people believe it’s important to marry their 

soul mate into account, it’s no surprise at all that the Web offers so many sites that offer 

to help people find the mate designed to be a match for their very own soul. These sites, 

ranging from both secular and spiritual dating sites like Project Soulmate, Soul-Mates 

Matchmaking & Date Coaching, and Spiritual Matchmaking; to how-to sites like 

beliefnet, Marie Claire, and psychic101; to quizzes like the ones offered on sites like 

soulmateoracle.com, the soul-mate site, and takethesoulmatequiz.com, number in the 

hundreds of thousands. 

 

After a month of living mostly separate lives, Glenn moved back into the house. We 

went to counseling once again, this time for at least six months or more, and things 
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seemed to be improving—until they weren’t. A year and three months down the line, 

we were separated yet again. 

 

St. Francis was surprisingly busy for the middle of the night, so Christopher and I had to 

wait. As he lay on the floor moaning and writhing from the pain of a full bladder that he 

could not empty, I sat next to him on the old, dirty linoleum while two receptionists 

argued loudly about their work schedule. When we finally went into the back room, 

before the doctor who looked like Santa Claus administered the shot, he emptied 

Christopher’s bladder one last time, and one last time, Christopher was happy; one last 

time, I petted him, I kissed him, and I told him I loved him; one last time, I put him in my 

lap. The doctor asked me if I was ready, and although I repeated over and over that no, I 

would never be ready, he injected him anyway. In seconds, Christopher was gone, and I 

knelt on the ground with my head on his body, crying harder than I remember having 

cried over anything in my life. I knew that even though I’d eventually felt better about 

Sandy, I’d never love a dog the way I loved Christopher again. 

 

iVillage, provider of the 98 percent statistic, also offers a soul mate quiz. It’s called “How 

Do You Know He’s Your Soul Mate?” and according to iVillage, women should take it 

because, otherwise, how can they possibly know the “difference between a great guy 

and the guy”? It comes complete with questions like, Do you feel in sync with one 
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another? and Are there signs of compatibility you can’t ignore? The signs include having 

similar names à la Joe and Josey or having a dog or cat that loved him first.  

 

Our third separation was my idea and lasted somewhere between three weeks and a 

month. This time, we actually went so far as to pay a lawyer five hundred dollars for a 

divorce. After printing out the divorce packet from the lawyer’s website, we sat down 

together one night in the living room and discussed the division of our assets and our 

kids. After we’d figured out, and filled out, who got every single thing inside of our 

house, we moved on to the subject of custody. Over the course of a couple of hours, we 

determined where our eleven- and nine-year-old sons were going to spend every 

weekend, holiday, and vacation for the next nine years.  

 

After Christopher was gone, we still had Jazzy, but she and I didn’t really click. The 

immediate closeness and magical, almost pre-ordained feeling of belonging together 

that I’d felt with Sandy and Christopher just wasn’t there. Meant to be or not, though, 

she was my dog. I wanted her to be happy, and I just didn’t think she was. It seemed like 

Christopher’s absence made her sad, and just like I wanted Christopher to have a 

companion, I wanted a companion for Jazzy as well.  Two months after Christopher died, 

we decided it was time to get another dog.  
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Before I even went to bed on the night that Glenn and I had divvied up all the kids’ time, 

I’d changed my mind. The separation became not a separation once again. 

 

Also according to iVillage, despite so many people thinking it’s important to end up with 

their soul mate, only a paltry 30 percent do. 

 

Once I decided I wanted a new dog, I slipped into full-on search mode. The most 

frequently viewed sites on my computer were 1-800-adopt-a-pet and petfinder.com; I 

also spent a lot of time looking at the Humane Society site and Broward County’s animal 

division, too. After days of constant searching, I found something on petfinder that 

people almost never find: a pure-bred Welsh corgi, the very same kind of dog that Sandy 

was and that Christopher may have been. Just like with Christopher, I thought finding 

this dog was fate. I was wrong. Glenn and I drove down to Miami to pick him up for a 

trial weekend, and I hated everything about him the second he entered the house, from 

his big, stupid nose to his back-and-forth chubby-dog waddle. He absolutely was not the 

dog for me. 

 

The fourth and final time that Glenn and I separated was two months before our 

fourteenth anniversary. Since reconciling—or doing our version of reconciling—almost a 

year and a half earlier, we just couldn’t get it together. Tired of fighting and feeling like 

we would never get away from the catastrophe that was our past, I told him that I 
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wanted our life together to be over. I was expecting an argument from him; I didn’t get 

one. What I did get was an email a few days later telling me he’d contacted the divorce 

lawyer to see if our five hundred dollar payment was still good; it was. What I also got, 

instead of the conflicted feelings of the past, was a feeling that can best be explained by 

sharing the lyrics of the theme song to the TV show Alice 

I used to be sad, I used to be shy 
Funniest thing, the saddest part is I never knew why... 
Kickin' myself for nothin' was my favorite sport. 
I had to take off, start enjoyin' 'cause life's too short. 
 
There's a new girl in town, 'cause I'm feelin good. 
Get a smile, get a song, for the neighborhood. 
Things are great when you stand on your own two feet, 
and this girl's here to say with some luck and love, 
life's gonna be so sweeeeeeeeeet! 
 

My life was finally going to be mine. 

 

The week after we returned the Welsh corgi, we went to the Humane Society. If you 

don’t know how the Humane Society works, it’s like this: people are given a piece of 

paper and one of those little wooden pencils like the ones they have at bowling alleys 

and directed to walk through four kennels filled with caged dogs. After looking at all the 

dogs in all the cages, they’re allowed to write down the names and numbers of three 

dogs they want to meet. Once they’ve chosen their three dogs and turned in their slip of 

paper, they’re directed to a little glass-paneled cubicle where they meet all three dogs, 

one at a time. We struggled to narrow our list down to just three dogs, and it wasn’t 
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until after we walked through the four kennels two or three times that we finally 

finished scratching out and adding on names. Once in our little glass-paneled cubicle, we 

saw one dog and then another, and though they were both cute and potentially lovable 

and there wasn’t anything wrong with them exactly, there also wasn’t anything exactly 

right. As we waited for the final dog to come in the room, I sat down on the floor next to 

the door. The door opened, and a fluffy Australian shepherd mix named Hudson ran 

confidently into the room, walked the perimeter excitedly, stopped right in front of me, 

and licked my face. “I want this one!” The words came out before I knew I was going to 

say any words at all. 

 

What I should have said is that for the first month or so of my separation, I felt like the 

Alice theme song had been written about me. By the time I was well into the second 

month, I started to feel more like the inspiration for a sad, syncopated tune. I started to 

think about my life with Glenn. I thought about ten years' worth of holiday French toast 

on ten consecutive Christmas mornings; the loss of two dogs and one parent and several 

friends; road trips to Chicago and New Orleans and Charlotte and Colonial Williamsburg 

and some place so small in North Carolina that the "city" might not have an actual 

name; Griffin’s and Keifer’s soccer games and dance recitals and plays; 36 birthdays 

between the two of us; 18 Christmases; 17 anniversaries of the day Glenn first told me 

he loved me; 13 wedding anniversaries; and 22 kids' birthdays, combined.  
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According to that iVillage soul mate quiz, where my guy is concerned, it’s Time for a 

Reality Check. The way they see it, I’m among the 70 percent. 

 

I logically know this statement isn’t true, but it’s how I feel right now, so I’m going to 

make it nevertheless: I have never loved anything or anyone the way that I love Hudson. 

The love I feel for him is unconditional, and it’s crazily intense. Through vomit or 

chewed-up undies or torn-off computer keys, it does not sway, and though he’s never 

actually told me, I’m pretty sure he feels the same. When all 60 pounds of him aren’t 

curled up on my lap, he’s either holding my hand with his mouth, hitting me with his 

snout, or right next to my feet; we also spoon more than I should probably admit. By 

now you should know the story of Glenn and Kelly well enough to know what happened 

after two months and eight days of separation.  

 

 In a situation like the one told by Aristophanes in the Symposium, the implication is that 

there’s only one soul mate for each person in the world and that said soul mate can be 

nothing other than a human being; with Zeus splitting double-limbed, double-faced 

people right down the middle, it’s the only logical interpretation. I believe neither of 

those things for a second. 
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Kellypedia 

The Marthes are a middle class family composed of Glenn Joseph Marthe (b. 1972), Kelly 

McIntyre Marthe (b. 1975), Griffin Drew Marthe (b. 1999), and Keifer Moon Marthe (b. 

2001). The Marthes originated in South Florida when Glenn and Kelly, introduced by 

mutual friend Tawny, married in May 1998. Although at the time of their initial meeting 

Glenn resided in Margate and Kelly lived in Miramar, the couple settled in Davie after 

being married. Glenn has been employed by EMI Music since 2002, and Kelly has been 

employed by The School Board of Broward County since 2001. Both sons attend Summit 

Questa Montessori School. 
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